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EDITORIAL 
 

Northland Branch still have a few copies of LEC 88 available for sale, if you have not ordered your copy yet, 

do so soon before they are all gone. 

 

I am running low on articles for the printed Gazette, so if you have one already written or formulating in your 

head I would be pleased to hear from you.  Ideally they should be typed in a word document with images sent 

separately, with a list of captions. Anything from 1 to 4 pages of A 4 is good. 

 

I still have some of John Osborne’s books to give away to those who send in 

interesting and original WW I photos. 

 

Please send me dates and adverts for your 2015 events, if you have not done 

so already.   

 

If your Branch organises an event such as a gun show, please send me some 

photos for the e-Gazette. 

 

My thanks to all our contributors. 

 

Best wishes, 

Phil  

 

 

 

NZ Arms Register 

www.armsregister.com 
 

 

Back issues of the e-Gazette will be found in the Articles section. 

mailto:oilyrag@xtra.co.nz
mailto:nzahaa.secretary@gmail.com
http:/www.armsregister.com


FROM THE GUN ROOM 

 

Gurtfuller 16 by Andrew Edgcombe 

  
Long before the introduction of disposable cloth ammunition belts which surfaced during the interwar period 

machine gun crews of all nations had to spend a good deal of their time loading belts using an array of belt 

loading contraptions designed to make the job less arduous (each MG08 for example was issued with 16 

empty cloth belts). Logistically it was easier to send bulk crated ammunition to the front and issues with the 

storage of loaded cloth belts was also a factor as belts that became damp and dirty could shrink causing extrac-

tion or fouling issues. The machine pictured here is the German “Gurtfuller 16” (model 1916 belt filler) which 

was introduced from 1916; one Gurtfuller 16 was issued with each MG08 and 08/15. In typical Germanic style 

these are quite an engineering masterpiece, beautifully designed and manufactured, supplied in a superbly 

made fitted wooden case “Kasten Fur Gurtfuller 16” (chest for 1916 belt filling machine) along with spare 

parts and accessories to keep the Gurtfuller running smoothly and efficiently. 

The Gurtfuller was either mounted to a wall suspended on a bracket or clamped to a table or the wheel of the 

ammunition cart for loading, an empty belt was fed in from the left side, reinforced holes in the belt engaging 

the studs on the drum, loose ammunition was placed in the hopper and loading could commence. The handle 

(missing from this example) was pulled out which pushes a spreader into the cartridge pocket of the belt then 

turned to the right which turns the spreader, the handle is then turned back to the left and so the cartridge ram-

mer is aligned with the round at the base of the hopper and then pushed home to load the round completing the 

cycle. Each and every round loaded requires the handle to be pulled, turned and pushed to open the belt pocket 

load and index the next round. Still a laborious task but better than loading the belts by hand. A complete set 

would also contain a gauge to measure the seating of the cartridge in the belt, working off the same holes in 

the belt that the Gurtfuller drum indexes as correct seating is critical for the feed mechanism of the MG08 and 

Gurtfuller 16 with 250 round cloth belt, belt pocket stretcher, un-loader attachment, spare gear, spare spring and 

wall mounting bracket. 



08/15 Machine Gun. A double ended pick was also included that could be used to open up any pockets in the 

belt that had been stitched closed or help free up any jams in the machine. In addition to the belt pocket 

spreader that is integral to the Gurtfuller the cartridge pusher could be replaced with a tool to stretch the car-

tridge belt pockets of particularly tight belts, the belts would be run through the machine and stretched then 

loaded afterwards. Another accessory could be fitted to convert the loader to an un-loader, quite a versatile 

machine indeed! All parts and accessories are serial numbered to the loader.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Eleven different manufacturers are known to have produced Gurtfullers during the First World War, this     

example was made by Fortuna Werke, Cannstadt. 

Others were as follows: 

 

DWM, Berlin 

Herman Gradewitz, Berlin 

F.F.A. Schulze, Berlin 

Paul Biel, Berlin 

Fredrich Keese 

Union Bochum 

Brann and Wolff, Berlin 

R.Pfister AG, Oberschonsweide 

Roth & Muller, Stuttgart 

Furstlich Lippische Staatswerken,AG 

 

 If anyone has a spare handle I’m looking for one! 

Even the loan of a handle so it can be copied would 

be an immense help or any other Gurtfullers or ac-

cessories. 

Positioned ready to strip round from hopper and push forward into belt 

Handle 



NELSON BRANCH AWARDS TWO PERHAM MEDALS 

 

At our Christmas function Nelson Branch had the pleasure of presenting two Perham Medallions to two de-

serving and long standing members. 

 

Jim Peter has been involved at all levels of Branch activities almost from the very beginning, filling at one 

time or another almost every position within the Branch and more recently as Branch Auctioneer from which 

he has only just retired. 

 

Trevor McLean has been for many years the “King-pin” in Marlborough, offering his Okaramio property as a 

venue for our annual “Okaramio Trophy” muzzle-loading shoot and putting up the initial trophy.  His contri-

bution to the Branch and National shooting scene within this organisation is well regarded by many. 

 

We were lucky in having National Life Member and Branch Patron, Chub Wood, a youthful 95 year old, on 

hand to make the presentation even more special for these two treasured members; the applause and approba-

tion were lengthy. 

 

Nigel Johnson 

Secretary 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Trevor  Chub   Jim 

 

 

Ruahine Branch Auction  

12 September 2015 
 

We are now seeking quality lots 

 

Due to rising costs 

Commission will be 7.5 %  

for buyers and vendors  

 

Contact: Tony Matthews 

06 374 9164 

ruahinebranchrep@hotmail.co.nz 



WINGS OVER WAIRARAPA by Phil Cregeen 

 

Held in hot sunny weather on the third weekend in January at Hood Aerodrome in Masterton, this three day 

event was especially memorable for my wife Pam and me because we took a 30 minute flight in a 1945    

Douglas DC 3 Dakota.  Other highlights were to see a replica WW I Mk IV tank in action and a world record 

gathering of 27 Bren gun carriers which included that restored by our own Colin Arnold.  And then of course 

were the excellent flying displays which included WW I fighters, Spitfires, Avro Anson, Harvards, Avenger, 

Mustang, Kittyhawk, Corsair, DC 3, Yaks, Vampire, Venom, Strikemaster and Albatros. Making its debut was 

the new Texan II RNZAF pilot trainer and saying farewell was the RNZAF Iroquois which is being replaced 

by the NH 90 helicopter which was also on display.  

 

Also on display for the first time was an exact  replica of Canterbury farmer Richard Pearce’s flying machine 

which he built around the time of the Wright brothers, (1903) although whether he actually made a controlled 

flight before the Wrights is open to debate. 

 

Here are some pictures: 

 Replica Mk IV Tank                      18Lb QF Field Gun 

       A line up of Bren carriers 



   WW I German Staff Car            NZ LAV 

            Ferret Scout Car             Stuart Light Tank 

Replica Richard Pearce Flying Machine  



Royal Aircraft Factory SE5a 

Avro Anson Mk I 

Spitfire Tr IX 



DC 3 Dakota 

          Mustang         Yak 3 

A pair of Spitfires 



Kumeu Militaria Show -Update 
 

Hello again friends and supporters 

  

Time is marching by, Our second Show is rapidly approaching, my hair is greyer than last year but we have 

learnt some great lessons….. 

  

The reality is that we are well on track with more internal and external displays being confirmed every day, 

and quite a few new people contacting us from word of mouth advertising.  Thanks to you, our supporters in 

setting up this venture. 

  

We are currently finalising our radio advertising, Mediaworks and MoreFM have gotten alongside of us as a 

sponsor, so you will be hearing more about us on the airwaves, If you see any of the MoreFM Vans on the side 

of the road, hit them up for a FREE entry ticket!!. Keep your ear open on the Rock too as we also have time-

slots with that great radio station. 

  

Clayton and I will also be hitting up print media, putting up posters and signs and talking up a storm (well, one 

of us….) 

  

Just to remind everyone: 

 

 Setup on the Friday1400-2000 & again on Saturday from 0600-0800 

 Entrance for setup from Access Road 

 Friday night all internal areas will be guarded by members of the police.  

 

 

We have Re-enactors setting up and 

camping the Friday night, so anyone else that 

wants to stay onsite the Friday night is wel-

come, common sense rules apply. There are 

pay showers onsite tokens can be purchased 

from me as I wander around. 

  

So AGAIN “Ring Fence” Saturday 

March 28th, tell your friends and family and 

we will see you there! 

 

Danny Paton 
Kumeu Militaria Show 

021 336 207 



Hopkins and Allen Arms Company By David Jackson 

 

The Hopkins and Allen Company was a U S company manufacturing company formed in 1868 

by; Charles W Allen, Charles A Converse, Horace Briggs, Samuel S Hopkins and Charles W 

Hopkins. The Hopkins brothers managed the day to day running of the plant.  In 1874 Con-

verse sold his interest in the company to the brothers William and Milan Hulbert, giving the 

Hulbert's 50% of the assets and capital. Hopkins and Allen then became the exclusive maker of 

Merwin and Hulbert revolvers. 

 

Following the bankruptcy of the Hulbert Brothers in 1896, Hopkins and Allen went bankrupt 

in 1898. The company was reorganised as Hopkins and Allen Manufacturing Company but lost 

its factory and machinery in a disastrous fire in 1900 and was also the victim of a robbery 

shortly after when robbers cleaned out the entire warehouse. 

 

Hopkins and Allen rebuilt its factory in 1901 and produced around 40,000 firearms a year. In 

1902 They acquired the Forehand and Wadsworth company for whom they had been making 

firearms under contract. Early in W W 1 they were awarded a contract to build Mauser rifles 

for the Belgian Army, but this came to nought when the Germans invaded Belgium.  Although 

the company continued to produce firearms, it never recovered financially and went bankrupt 

in 1916 with Martin –Rockwell purchasing everything in 1917. 

 

Firearms 

 

In addition to Merwin and Hulbert revolvers, Hopkins and Allen made a variety of  spur trig-

ger S/A revolvers (Sometimes referred to as Suicide Specials) in .22, .32, and 38 calibres and 

in a plethora of brand names. For Example….Acme, American Eagle, Bluejacket, Captain 

Jack, Chichester, Defender, Dictator, Imperial arms, Monarch, Mountain Eagle, Ranger, Tower 

Police Safety, Universal, and XL. 

 

Later designs being hinged frame double action models. Hopkins and Allen also manufactured 

revolvers for Forehand and  Wadsworth under contract as well as shotguns, rifles and derrin-

gers for various sports goods retailers marked with their own house brand. 

This revolver is marked XL No 4 and has a 

Patent date of 1871 with a 3 digit serial No 



MAURICE TAYLOR CONTRIBUTES ONE OF HIS PREVIOUSLY PUBLISHED ARTICLES  

 



 

 

MAURICE TAYLOR SHARES HIS VIEWS ON BLACK POWDER AND OTHER PROPELLANTS  

 

Manuscript additions are Maurice’s own-Ed 



CANTERBURY BRANCH AUCTION 

28 MARCH 

 
The New Zealand Antique Arms Association Canterbury Incorporated is holding an Auction/Display Day on Satur-
day 28

th
 March 2015. 

 
The event is being held in the Parade Ring at Riccarton Park, Racecourse Rd, Christchurch opening for viewing at 10am 
with the auction staring at 1pm. Displays and sales tables will also be there for viewing and perusal.  
 
If you wish to put suitable items for sale in the auction please contact the convenor below. 
The Branch is charging a commission of 10% of final sales value on each item sold at the auction. 300 lot maximum on a 
first come first served basis, so get in early to prevent missing out. This is a Mickey Mouse style auction with no cata-
logue and therefore no postal bidding.  
 
Any endorsed items sold will require Police permits to procure to be organised between the vendor and buyer. 
 
Entrance fee is $10 including financial members. Members enter free if they have at least 2 items for sale in the auction. 
 
The bar will be open from 11.00am with food and refreshments available. 
 
Please note that all persons will be required to present their firearms licence if they have registered for the auction and 
have successfully won an item/s that requires a firearms licence to possess. 
 
Contact F. McKeage 3478730 (wk) e-mail wmrr@xtra.co.nz 
 
Below are a few of the items on offer 



AND WIVES CAME TOO 

 
Being a member of NZAHAA is not just about collecting guns and going to meetings, gun shows and auc-

tions.  There can be opportunities for social gatherings too such as the one hosted by Jan & Barry who put on a 

spit roast BBQ at their home for Northland members.  Barry also had his many toys on display for the blokes 

and the food provided by Jan was wonderful.  Photos taken by Jackie and provided by Grant. 



 CAN YOU HELP ?     

Share your knowledge before it is lost. 

Questions and Answers to oilyrag@xtra.co.nz please. 

 
NZAR Team are looking for members with spare time to do some research on NZ Arms at National Archives 

in Wellington and the Archives of the old Provincial Governments. 

 

If you are able to help on this project please contact John Osborne  jcosborne@xtra.co.nz   

 

No response to last months questions/ requests for information below 

 

Graham Brimble would like to know what this is, it is about 8 inches long and appears to fire a cartridge: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Can you identify this shell? It is 57 mm diameter and 170mm long and weighs 2.8Kg  (6 lb approx) solid steel 

with a 13mm blind hole of 25mm depth in the base.   

 

My thoughts are it is a 6 pounder Armour Piercing round, but there seem to be a few different types ranging 

from Nordenfelt to Hotchkiss and more modern guns, so if any one knows for sure I would be pleased to hear 

from you. 

 

WANTED 

 

PHOTOS FROM GALLIPOLI 

 

FOR THE APRIL E-GAZETTE 

 

 

WANTED 
 

Articles for the NZAHAA Gazette 

 

This is your magazine  

Without your articles it will cease to exist 
 

mailto:oilyrag@xtra.co.nz
mailto:jcosborne@xtra.co.nz


MYSTERY OBJECT (below right),  answer please to oilyrag@xtra.co.nz  

Last month (below left), Tony Bruce provided the first correct answer, it is a WWI trench periscope No9 Mk I 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FROM THE WWW Cut and paste address or Ctrl + click 

 

From Tony Bruce - WWI Steam Convoy  

 

       https://www.youtube.com/watch_popup?v=huQhqXiB8O0&feature    
 
From BAAMCS Ballarat Howitzers rusting in council yard - you can help save them 

 

   http://www.ballaratarms.com.au/save-the-howitzers.html  

 

From Forgotten Weapons - Kyber Pass Martini Pistol  

 

http://www.forgottenweapons.com/khyber-pass-martini-pistol-at-ria/   

 

 

 

FOR SALE: Barzoni automatic shotgun reloading machine 

made in Italy. Will load 12ga or 20ga. Ideal for a club or 

small business. $ POA to James 0274322150 
 

 

 

Hawkes Bay 

 

Arms & Militaria  
 

We are using a newly designed website 

and feel that it is brighter than before and 

easier to navigate. Lots of new items in 

all categories of firearms plus militaria, 

firearms parts, edged weapons, ammuni-

tion etc. and a large range of top quality, 

informative books.  

 

Check out for new products throughout 

the site. 

 

Website: www.hbarmsmilitaria.co.nz 

mailto:oilyrag@xtra.co.nz
https://www.youtube.com/watch_popup?v=huQhqXiB8O0&feature  %20
http://www.ballaratarms.com.au/save-the-howitzers.html
http://www.forgottenweapons.com/khyber-pass-martini-pistol-at-ria/
http://www.hbarmsmilitaria.co.nz/


 UP COMING EVENTS - If you have dates for events in 2015 please advise oilyrag@xtra.co.nz 
 

2015 

 

 

7 March   Hawkes Bay Branch Gun Show, Napier 

 

28 March   Kumeu Militaria Show 

 

28 March   Canterbury Branch Auction, Christchurch 

 

5 April   South Canterbury  Branch Auction & Swap meet, Timaru 

 

11 April   NZAHAA  AGM, Nelson 

 

18 & 19 April  Ted Rogers’ Militaria Auction, Kilbirnie, Wellington 

 

20 June   Whangarei Hunting Shooting & Fishing Show, Forum North 

 

5 July   Auckland Branch Gun Show, Mt Eden 

 

11 & 12 July  Wellington Branch Auction, Kilbirnie 

 

18 July   Mainland Arms & Militaria Show, Christchurch 

 

15 & 16  August  Tauranga Arms & Militaria Show 

 

12 Sept.   Canterbury Branch Auction, Christchurch 

 

12 Sept.   Ruahine Branch Auction, Feilding 

 

GUNS WHERE ARE THEY ? Send me a photo and details of your local guns 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ships Gunnade on slide carriage - on the veranda of the Museum at Mokau, SH3  
 

The Gunnade is a later form of Carronade, fitted with trunnions instead of the normal under barrel hoop 

mounting of the Carronade. Introduced into British service in 1779 the Carronade was designed as a short 

range “smasher” and takes its name from the Carron foundry in Scotland where they were first made. The ad-

vantage of these guns was that they used a lot less iron in their casting compared to a similar calibre long gun 

but could produce similar destruction at short range with a lighter charge behind the ball.   
   

mailto:oilyrag@xtra.co.nz


BUY SELL OR SWAP List items free for two months 
 

WANTED: Bolt head dust cover for Lee Metford Mk I* as per photo opposite. 

Contact : oilyrag@xtra.co.nz  

 

WANTED  Mount as pictured, (below right) have you seen one or do you have 

one? even just parts would be a great help ANY CONDITION. I need a mount to 

complete the restoration of a NZ war trophy MG08. Also looking 

for any parts for same. Also interested in acquiring a relic condition 

MG08 or 08/15 to demonstrate the fate of many of our WWI trophy 

maxims. 

Please contact Andrew mg34nz@gmail.com  027 3380840 

 

FOR SALE: CZ26 light machine gun. Comes with two mags, sling 

and cleaning rod. Very good condition. Asking $2,000  

Contact: Sholto  phone No.  021 533 465 or  email 

sholtz@ihug.co.nz 

 

WANTED:  Magazine for WWII Italian Model 1934 Beretta   

pistol, calibre 9mm Corto. Contact: Brian McLeary, hbarms@clear.net.nz  Phone 06-8432209. 

 

WANTED: for FN FAL, 1 Magazine, 1Bipod   

Contact:  Dick Brough Ph # 07 3666751 gaylenebr@callsouth.net.nz 
  

WANTED: Plans or Blue Prints for a Charlton Machine Gun or photocopies of same. 

Contact :Jarrod Wilson, 027 433 6875 or email wilson4x4@hotmail.co.nz 

 

FOR SALE : Extremely unique and scarce pre WW I  U.S.M.C. Issue Model 1903 Sniper Rifle fitted with 

U.S.M.C.  converted Winchester A5 Telescopic Sights on Mann Niedner tapered bases. Australian WW II Is-

sue A.O.C. Telescopic Sights for the Lithgow S.M.L.E. Sniper Rifle complete with original Carry Case. 

Contact: Colin Green Colin  colingreenaust@hotmail.com  

 

 

WANTED TO TRADE : Is there another Thompson smg collector out there that would be interested in doing 

some sort of a trade on his/her side cocking Thompson M1A1 for my earlier model matching    numbers top 

cocking 1928 M1 (see image) - (more images available on request) .. 

 

This model 1928 M1 will take 20 and 30 round stick mags or the famous 50 and 100 round drums, image 

shows 20 round fitted. If interested drop me a line at kingslands@xtra.co.nz  

mailto:oilyrag@xtra.co.nz
mailto:mg34nz@gmail.com
mailto:sholtz@ihug.co.nz
mailto:hbarms@clear.net.nz
mailto:gaylenebr@callsouth.net.nz
mailto:wilson4x4@hotmail.co.nz
mailto:Colin%20[colingreenaust@hotmail.com]
mailto:kingslands@xtra.co.nz


 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SOUTH CANTERBURY BRANCH 
  

ANNUAL AUCTION AND SWAP DAY.   
PHAR LAP RACEWAY, TIMARU.   

SUNDAY 5 APRIL 2015 
  

Items for the auction are now being sought. 
  Please contact the following: 

Gordon on 03  615 7673  or  
Malcolm  on 03 684 4586 or  

Graham on 03  688 7205 
  

While each item attracts a small listing charge,   
there is  

NO SELLER COMMISSION and NO BUYER COMMISSION 

  
No other auction in N.Z. can match such  favourable 

terms for buyer and seller. 
  

The event is on the  day following the Winchester 
Swap Meet.  Come and make a weekend of it by 

attending both events.  Our annual Swap Day and 
Auction has been established over 20 years and is 

the premier South Island club event 

 

 

 

 

Nelson Branch - NZAHAA  
 

National AGM & Auction 
  

Saturday 11th April 
 at  

Nelson Suburban Club 

Tahunanui Drive, Tahunanui, Nelson 

 

Doors open 8.30am 

 AGM from 9.30;  

Auction starts after AGM   

Door charge $10.00. 

 

Sales/Display tables will be available  

contact Secretary on 0211429201  

or email nigelpamtim@kinect.co.nz. 
 

All auction lots have been sourced  

locally. 

mailto:nigelpamtim@kinect.co.nz


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hawkes Bay Gun Show 
 

 Army Drill Hall, Napier,  
 

March 7, 2015,  

 
jointly hosted by  

Hawkes Bay NZAHAA  

and Military Arms Society (Hawkes Bay), 

formerly IMAS, Hawkes Bay.  

 

Contact organiser,  

John Ayto,  johnayto@clear.net.nz. 

mailto:johnayto@clear.net.nz


NZAHAA Northland Branch 

25 Year Commemorative Publication 

 
This in-depth study of the unique New Zealand issue Lee En-

field Carbine has been undertaken by two of our own NZA-

HAA members , John Milligan and Noel Taylor both from 

Auckland, together with Doug Munro from Maryland USA. 

By collecting and analysing data on surviving       carbines 

from around the world they have been able to put together a 

comprehensive retrospective  overview of the carbines that 

made up this special New Zealand order. 

 

In addition to a detailed analysis of the survey results the 

book includes a section on shooting the carbine and also its 

service history, answering the question was it used in the An-

glo Boer War.   

 

This book is a must for all owners of the  New Zealand   is-

sue Lee Enfield Carbine and Lee Enfield enthusiasts. 

 

This special limited edition (300 numbered copies only) is 

published by NZAHAA Northland Branch to commemorate 

their 25th Anniversary. 

 

Produced in A4 soft cover format, it has 30 pages of text with 

47 colour and 7 b & w images, and is priced at an    afford-

able NZ $ 20 plus $ 5 P & P.  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

ORDER FORM 

 

 

Order by e-mail to: oilyrag@xtra.co.nz and pay by direct credit to A/C 12- 3099 – 0815608 - 00 please 

use your name and LEC 88 (NZ) as reference. Or 

 

Mail to:  LEC 88 (NZ), NZAHAA, PO Box 275, Whangarei 0140,  

  (cheques payable to NZAHAA Northland). 

 

Please supply ___copies of LEC 88 (NZ), I enclose payment of $________(inc $5 P&P for up to 3 copies) 

 

Name: ____________________________________________Tel:________________________________ 

 

Address: _____________________________________________________________________________ 

  

  _______________________________________Post Code____________________________  

mailto:oilyrag@xtra.co.nz

